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What does bretman rock identify as

Social media influencer and makeup guru Bretman Rock has captivated the attention of millions of fans on YouTube with his colorful personality (and vocabulary), iconically “beat faces,” hilarious food challenges and unapologetic authenticity. Now, after mastering the world of viral digital content, he is on to his next big thing: his very own reality
show on MTV.“I wanted to share my life,” Rock said of his decision to star in “Following: Bretman Rock,” which premiered Monday. “I wanted to share literally where I come from and where I’m going.”In an interview with NBC News’ Snapchat show, “Stay Tuned,” he said the first challenge was figuring out filming and production in the middle of a
pandemic.“It was definitely hard, because obviously there's so many regulations, especially like living in Hawaii,” Rock said. “We had to get tested every day … my nose doesn't even belong to me anymore.”He said the bigger goal in taking his talents to MTV was to provide representation — something he lacked growing up.“I didn't really see anyone
like me on TV,” he said. “I literally don't even remember seeing any, like, gay Filipinos on TV until I started watching ‘Drag Race’ and saw Manila [Luzon], and I was like, ‘Oh, my God! you look like me.’”Rock added the immigrant experience is something he wants to emphasize on his show. In the first episode, he talks to his tearful mother over dinner
about her challenges bringing her family from the Philippines to Hawaii.“I know I'm not the only kid that moved to America and had to live with 30 cousins in one house,” he said. “I kind of just wanted to be like Manila and represent ... other immigrant kids coming to America with nothing but a dream.”And when it comes to representation, he said, it
was important for him to make the show as queer as he is.“I have six friends, and four of them are gay and two of them are two girls. So I honestly just grew up with, like, gay people, and like I grew up with my family [being] so accepting of gays,” he said. “It was very important to make the show gay as f---, period.”He said his family’s support of his
sexuality and expression made all the difference growing up.“I'm just so blessed to have my family, to be honest, because I really would not be Bretman Rock without that and their support, and they've always been supportive of me.” he said.The new show will give fans and viewers insight into Rock’s personal life, unpacking everything from his family
drama to his daily life in Hawaii, which he said was important for him to set as the backdrop of the show’s first season.“There are so many reality shows, but there's none that really shows the island life and what influencers are in the islands. We don't have the same resources as people in L.A. do,” he said. “I think that's what was really important: to
capture what my life is, what an influencer’s life is in Hawaii.”But most importantly, he said, he has just one goal for young people watching his show.“I just hope that people can see themselves in me, and that's really all I could wish for,” he said.Six episodes of “Following: Bretman Rock” airs Mondays at 4 p.m. ET on MTV YouTube.Follow NBC Out
on Twitter, Facebook & Instagram CC0/nightowl/Pixabay A rock garden is a unique way to decorate your yard and create a positive impression with visitors. Certain landscapes are more suitable for rock gardens than others. For example, if you live in a rocky area, working creatively with rocks might achieve a more natural look in your yard than if
the area is swampy. Rock gardening can be a fulfilling endeavor, allowing you to turn those rocky backyards into masterpieces blending vegetation and rock. To create a beautiful rock garden the easy way, follow these tips for beginners.Work With a Small Garden at FirstTo avoid overwhelming yourself with a complicated scheme for the whole
backyard, consider starting with a tiny area. The advantages of doing this are numerous, but they include ease of maintenance and lower cost. With a larger rock garden, weeding your plants takes more time. If you have a large backyard, you will be spending more hours watering the plants, arranging stones, and pruning the shrubs. A better
approach is to start with just a corner of your backyard. Create your rock garden in a spot where water is easy to access. Clear a small patch for the plants and then arrange your rock garden there. The ease of maintenance will come in handy in times when you are much more busy down the line.Minimalist Foliage With Lawn and RockSome of the
best rock garden designs for beginners include mostly rock and minimal foliage. You might be wondering what good a rock garden will do if it’s mostly rock and has little vegetation. This combination works so well because the rocks can be arranged in a myriad of ways. For example, you can combine white and brown rocks in a circle around a patch
of plain green lawn. The natural shades of rock create a wonderful, natural-looking aesthetic that highlights the attractive green of the grass. This simple but effective rock garden design requires very little effort to put together. All you need to do is cut the lawn every once in a while when it gets too tall.Extend Wooden Floors With Rock ExtensionsIf
your patio or deck has a wooden floor, you can create a stunning look by adding a brown rock extension into your rock garden. For example, you can add a little rock path that leads into your rock garden. The garden becomes an extension of your patio or house, fusing indoor and outdoor living. This approach creates a pleasing aesthetic. On days
when you decide to barbecue, you can treat your patio and rock garden as just a single unified place. The rock garden will be an effective hosting and entertaining area.Building Around a Small PondIf you have a pond in your backyard, you can build a rock garden around it to enhance the appeal of the entire backyard. A pond makes a good place for a
rock garden because it might already use rock or stone as part of the walls that hold the water back. Some landscape designers prefer to find stone of a matching look and using that for the rock in the surrounding rock garden. If you manage to pull this off, the result can look highly sophisticated. The presence of a water body with stone creates an
aged look, adding a sentimental touch to the appearance of the garden. To get an even better result, you will want some leafy trees in the backdrop. This makes a suitable backdrop for pursuits like poetry, music, or sitting down for hours in the shade with a book.Add Colorful Flower CombinationsTo enhance the visual appeal of your rock garden, you
should consider adding colorful flower combinations at some point. While the minimalist look of plain grass works well for small spaces, with a larger area, there is greater need to fill in the garden with multiple varieties of flowers. For example, you can pair peace lilies with begonias to create a colorful look. In summer times when the flowers are in
bloom, the garden will strike an upbeat mood.Cactus and Rock CombinationsIf you live in a dry area such as Arizona or Texas, you can make effective use of the naturally growing cacti by building rock gardens around it. The pairing of cactus and rock makes for effective outdoor decoration. You can opt for small, fuzzy cacti, which match well with
small rock walls, or larger cacti for boulder-like rock outcroppings. To create a more artful look, you should pick out some painted decorative flower pots and grow various small cacti in them. You can then arrange these in lines or other patterns around your rock garden to create an eye-catching look. MORE FROM LIFE123.COM Filipino-American
social media personality In this Philippine name, the middle name or maternal family name is Sacayanan and the surname or paternal family name is Laforga. Bretman RockRock in 2019BornBretman Rock Sacayanan Laforga (1998-07-31) July 31, 1998 (age 23)Sanchez-Mira, Cagayan, PhilippinesOccupationYouTubermakeup artistAgentAdober
Studios (2016)YouTube informationChannel Bretman Rock Years active2015–presentSubscribers8.51 million[1]Total views514.81 million[1] Creator Awards 100,000 subscribers 1,000,000 subscribers Updated: May 15, 2021 Bretman Rock Sacayanan Laforga (born July 31, 1998) is a Filipino-American beauty influencer and social media personality
based in Honolulu, Hawaii. He rose to fame as a creator on YouTube and Vine after one of his contouring videos went viral in 2015. Rock is known for making makeup tutorials and his humorous views on life. He has starred in his own reality TV show, MTV's Following: Bretman Rock (2021), has featured in several music videos, and in October 2021
was the first openly gay man to appear on the cover of Playboy. Rock has received multiple awards and honors for his work on social media including a People's Choice award for "Beauty Influencer" and an award for "Breakthrough Social Star" at the 2021 MTV Movie and TV Awards. Early life Bretman Rock Sacayanan Laforga[2] was born on July 31,
1998, in Sanchez-Mira, Cagayan, Philippines, in an Ilocano family.[3][4][5][6] His father, Edmund Laforga, was a fan of professional wrestling and named him after Bret Hart and The Rock.[7] Rock moved to Hawaii at the age of seven and played sports while growing up including baseball, soccer, cross-country, and volleyball.[8][6][7] At Campbell
High School, Rock was on the track team.[5][9] Career Rock started as a comedian and meme creator on YouTube and Vine before shifting to vlogs and beauty tutorials.[10][11] He is also known for his humorous views on life.[12] In 2016, one of Rock's contouring videos went viral.[13][6] He was inspired by vlogger Talia Joy and makeup artist Patrick
Starrr.[5] Also in 2016, he signed a management contract under ABS-CBN's Adober Studios, a creator network on social media owned by the Philippines' largest media conglomerate ABS-CBN Corporation.[14] His younger sister, Princess Mae, and her daughter, Cleo, and their cousin, Keiffer ("Miss K"), frequently appear in Rock's videos, such as for
mukbang.[15][16] His friend, Larry, and his former editor, Agatha Danglapin, also made several brief appearances in his videos. Though he rarely features other influencers on his channel, Rock has collaborated with James Charles, Bella Poarch, Nikita Dragun, and Chelsea Handler.[17][18][19][20] In 2017, Time magazine recognized him among the
30 Most Influential Teens.[12] He was also included in Forbes "30 Under 30 Asia – Media, Marketing, & Advertising" list in 2018.[21] In June 2019, Rock was featured on the Pride Month cover of Gay Times.[22] In September 2019, Rock attended his first New York Fashion Week where he collaborated with stylist Andrew Gelwicks.[23] Rock played
the role of "The Playboy" in the ten-episode fourth season of the YouTube Premium web series Escape the Night, released in July 2019.[24][25] In December 2019, MTV announced that Rock would be the star of the next season of the YouTube show, No Filter.[6] In Early 2020, Rock launched his makeup collection in collaboration with wet n wild
cosmetics. He had a February 2020 press tour in Los Angeles with brands like Buzzfeed, Condé Nast, Hearst, and more, to promote the line.[26] On May 9, 2020, Rock appeared as a guest star on the third episode of James Charles' YouTube Originals series, "Instant Influencer".[27] In November 2020, Rock launched his eyewear collection,
specifically sunglasses, in collaboration with Dime Optics, a Los Angeles-based brand. He released six frames, four of which were launched at Dime Optics, while two were launched exclusively at Revolve.[28] On May 14, 2021, Rock had a cameo in Bella Poarch's music video for her debut single, "Build a Bitch", alongside other internet personalities.
[29] In June 2021, Rock was nominated for an MTV Movie and TV Award for the Breakthrough Social Star category. He was announced as the winner on the day of the ceremony.[30] In August 2021, Rock made a cameo appearance in the music video for Sub Urban and Bella Poarch's song, "INFERNO".[31] He also participated in a stream promoting
the video. In October 2021, Rock became the first openly gay man to feature on the cover of Playboy magazine.[32] MTV Following: Bretman Rock On January 28, 2021, MTV announced that Bretman Rock would be starring on his own reality TV show titled MTV Following: Bretman Rock. On February 9, 2021, the first episode of his show premiered
on MTV's official YouTube channel. Episodes of the show were released every Monday with six episodes in total. The show was filmed in Hawaii, where Rock is also based, and includes "a glimpse into [his] family life". The cast of the show is made up of Rock and his family alongside his close friends.[33][34] No.TitleOriginal air dateOnline
viewers(millions)1"A Single Bretman Rock Saddles Up For A New Adventure"February 8, 2021 (2021-02-08)6.564[35] 2"Bretman Rock Opens Up About His Father's Death"February 15, 2021 (2021-02-15)6.530[36] 3"Bretman Rock Faces His Biggest Fear"February 22, 2021 (2021-02-22)4.977[37] 4"It's Bretman Rock's Party & He'll Cry If He Wants
To"March 1, 2021 (2021-03-01)4.144[38] 5"Bretman Rock Goes Bottoms Up"March 8, 2021 (2021-03-08)3.577[39] 6"Bretman Gets His Mom 'Lei'd'"March 15, 2021 (2021-03-15)3.933[40] 30 Days With: Bretman Rock On June 15, 2021, YouTube Originals announced that Rock would be the next subject of their 30 Days With documentary series
franchise, as he tries to survive a week in the Hawaiian jungle while on his own. Four episodes were released on Wednesday nights on YouTube, from June 30 to July 21, 2021.[41] No.TitleOriginal air dateOnline viewers(millions)1"Is Bretman Rock Moving to the Jungle?"June 30, 2021 (2021-06-30)2.983[42] 2"Can Bretman Rock Survive the Jungle
Alone?"July 7, 2021 (2021-07-07)1.766[43] 3"Will Hunger Kill Bretman Rock?"July 14, 2021 (2021-07-14)1.475[44] 4"Can Bretman Rock Escape The Jungle?"July 21, 2021 (2021-07-21)1.042[45] Personal life In November 2019, Rock's father died after being in a coma.[46] His mother Mercedita appears in his videos occasionally.[47] Rock is Ilocano.
[48] Rock is openly gay[49] and shared that he was in his first relationship in a September 2019 interview with Elle. In April 2020, Rock requested on social media that fans not visit his home uninvited, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.[50] Filmography Year Title Role Notes Ref. 2019 Escape the Night season 4 The Play Boy Main role; all
episodes [51] 2020 Instant Influencer with James Charles Himself Guest star; episode 3: "I have to apologize for this" [52] 2021 MTV Following: Bretman Rock Himself Lead role; MTV series [53] 2021 30 Days With: Bretman Rock Himself Lead role; YouTube series [54] 2022 The Proud Family: Louder and Prouder Makeup Boy Episode: Bad
Influence(r), voice Awards and honors Rock was a finalist for the Shorty Award for Breakout YouTuber in 2017.[55] Time recognized him as one of the "30 Most Influential Teens" in 2017, and he was included in the Forbes "30 Under 30 Asia – Media, Marketing, & Advertising" list in 2018.[12] In 2019, Rock won the Beauty Influencer award at the
45th People's Choice Awards.[56][57] In 2020, he was a finalist in comedy video at the Shorty Awards.[58] In 2020, Rock was included on Variety's 2020 Power of Young Hollywood list.[59] Year Award ceremony Category Nominee(s)/work(s) Result Ref. 2019 People's Choice Awards Beauty Influencer Himself Won [60] 2021 MTV Movie and TV
Awards Breakthrough Social Star Himself Won [61][62] 2021 Streamy Awards Show of the Year Unscripted Series of the Year 30 Days With: Bretman Rock Won [63] 2022 GLAAD Media Award Outstanding Reality Program MTV's Following: Bretman Rock Nominated [64] References ^ a b "About Bretman Rock". YouTube. ^ @bretmanrock. "20 Facts
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